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ABSTRACT

The scanning characteristics of a near-field Cassegrainian antenna

excited with a relatively small planar array are inve.;tigated theo-

retically and experimentally. The analysis uses both geometrical

optics and scalar diffraction theory. The technique is a viable ap-

proach to the problem of modifying an existing high-resolution dish

radar for limited scan capability. Feed requirements can be sat-

isfied by virtually any planar-array concept, i.e.. phase scanning,

frequency scanning, multiple-beam-forming networks, etc. The

scan range is roughly approximated by a fixed angular field of view;

hence, the number of beamwidths scanned with electrically large

aoertures can be very high. Further, the system is free from the

"coma" lobes usually associated with off-axis beams from a parab-

oloid. Design curves are presented from'whbch one can determine
the secondary characteristics -gain, scan loss, sidelobes, etc.-

for a given/reflector configuration.
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LIMITED ELECTRONIC SCANNING WITH A NEAR-FIELD

CASSEGRAINIAN SYSTEM

I. INTRODUCTION

A tynical phased-array antenna with electronic scan coverage encompassing a large fraction

of a hemisphere can satisfy virtually any antenna system requirements. The obvious disadvan-

tage of such systems is their high cost and complexity. On the other hand, fixed-beam antennas

such as the steerable paraboloid have limited capabilities. Hybrid antenna systems, which com-

bine mechanical and electronic beam steering, have application in systems which require rapid

scan only over a limited angular region about the mechanical axis. A successful hybrid design

would satisfy a radar's modest scan requirements by taking maximum advantage of the low cost

and simplicity of a fixed-beam antenna and avoiding, to a large extent, the expense and complex-

ity of a complete phased array. Instrumentation radars which must acquire and track a number

of targets within a small angular sector are candidates for a hybrid system.

The measurements program for the BMD problem at the Western Test Range gave rise to

the present study. A test mission generally involves a multiple-target complex restricted to an

angular region much greakter than the beamwidth of a system with sufficient sensitivity for meas-

urements. Typically, the angular extent of the more interesting target complexes is So to tO0
The limitations of the fixed-beam radars exclude many interesting field experiments. A limited-

scan hybrid system would simulate a complete high-resolution phased array over the angular

region of interest. This would permit a wider range of more realistic field experiments for
studying these "threat clouds" and associated data-processing problems.

A number of methods for providing a limited field of view have been investigated. Two

basic approaches which use paraboloids are: (a) clusters of feed elements in either a focal

pointt' 2 or a Cassegrainian feed configuration,3 ' 4 and (b) array feeds - either conventionally fed

or reflect arrays - which generally replace the subreflector in a Cassegrainian feed system.5 ' 6

The first approach has difficulties with "coma lobes:' and for a high-power radar the switching

matrix is a formidable problem. The latter has potentially a large field of view, but requires

a large number of elements with a complex phase distribution. Complete arrays which use elec-

trically large elements to reduce the number required have also been investigated for limited-

scan tpplications 7 a' Theme approaches use a random element separation to avoid the formation

of &rating lobes.
The limited field of view (LFOV) described here uses a near-field Cassegrainian antenna,

which is excited by a small planar array operating in the near-field condition. The phase aber-

rations for off-axis beams are less with this system than with other paraboloidal feed configura-

tions. When used with a high-resolution radar, this hybrid system has some attractive features

in such areas as power-handling capability, freedom from "coma," efficiency, simplified beam



steering, relduced number of elements, etc. Our purpose is to present the performance charac-

teristies of this system as determitned by an analysis based on ray-tracing techniques and scalar

diffr.rtion theory, and to describe an experiment which was performed to verify the technique.

II. THE NEAR-FIELD CASSEGRAINIAN

Mercenne, a seventeenth-century friar, was the first to propose a reflecting telescope 9

which has become known to microwave antenna engineers as the near-field Cassegrainian (NFC)

antenna.! 0 '"' A double-reflector system is used in which the main reflector and the subreflector

are confocal paraboloids. The subreflector is illuminated with a linear phase front by placing

it well into the near-field of a uniform phase feed aperture. For our purposes, the feed is a

small electronically scanned planar array. The secondary beam is scanned simply by generating
a linear phase front on the feed array. The optical a log is called an afocal telescope, which

has collimated input and output wavefronts, the diameters of which differ by the magnification

of the system. Linfoot12 has shown that this system is free from third-order phase aberration.
The coma lobe, usually encountered when one scans the pencil beam of a paraboloid off-axis,

is caused princialtly by this third-order aberration term.
According to the laws of geometrical optics, maximum efficiency is achieved when the feed

aperture has the same diameter as the subreflector and when the f/D (focal-length-to-diameter)

ratios of the two reflectors are equal. When these conditions are satisfied, the main aperture
is completely illuminated (except blockage, of course) without spillover. The feed array and
subreflector have equal blocking when the outer edge of the array is in contact with the main

reflector surface, i.e,, when d = deff in Fig. 1. This will be referred to as the minimum block-
age condition. As the array is moved forward from the vertex toward the subreflector, the
projection of the feed on the main aperture plane (or the effective blockage diameter) is increased

as indicated in Fig. 1. The output wavefronts are collimated irrespective of the axial position

of the array, i.e., the depth of focus is infinite. Also, it can readily be shown that there is no

space attenuation with the NFC. A uniform distribution on the feed aperture yields a uniform

distribution on the main aperture.
One can get a first impression of the mechanism involved in off-axis scanning by considering

the near-field device to be the limiting case of a conventional Cassegrainian as the magnification

becomes infinite. Figure 2 shows a conventional Cassegrainian syste-m of large magnification,

Fig. 1. Projected aperture-blocking Fig. 2. Conventional Cassegrainian of high
characteristics with NFC geometry. magnification.
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in which the feed is laterally displaced by an amount 4, which causes the secondary oeam to be

scanned off-boresight by the angle e, From the geometry, the angles 0 and P are related by
tan P g (D/d) tart e. As I - -, the magnification becomes infinite and the hyperboloidal subre.

flector becomes a paraboloid. The feedhorn at I = - card be replaced with a feed aperture (e.g.,
an array) of diameter d with a linear phase distribution, and positioned at or near the vertex

of the main dish. To scan the secondary beam to an angle 0, the array is required to generate
a linear phase tilt P, where for small angles,

P (D/d) 0 0()

The simple astronomical telescope has similar characteristics. The lateral magnification (the

ratio of focal lengths or D/d) is the reciprocal of the angular magnification e/0. Detailed anal-
ysis shows that Eq. (M) is accurate to within a negligibly small fraction of a beamwidth for all

angles of scan within the system's capability.

In the near-zone region of a planar aperture, the fields are determined principally by geo-

metrical propagation along the ray system. The radiated energy is contained within a column

tilted from the array axis by the angle of scan P. Clearly, the spillover losses and the associated
reduction in effective aperture will be a principal cause of scan loss.

M. ANALYSIS

Referring to Pig. 3, the ray-tracing analysis follows the path of a general ray from the plane

of the array, through the dual-reflector system, to the main aperture plane. The coordinate

points which describe the course of this ray through the reflector system are all normalized to
unityi.e., the coordinates describing the array and subreflector are normalized to d/2, and the
coordinates of the main reflector and the main aperture plan.o are normalized to D/2. The

angle P is the linear phase tilt assumed for the array. The x-z plane is taken as the plane of
scan without loss in gener~ality because of the circular symmetry of the system. Thc equation
of the two reflectors (confocal paraboloids with the same f/d ratios) and Snell's Law at points

of reflection are used to compute all the coordinate points required. The optical path length,

L = lAB I + IBCI + ICD , follows directly with all the coordinate points known. This ray-tracing
analysis is described in detail in the Appendix.

For numerical analysis, the feed aperture is treated as a series of mesh points, as shown
in Fig. 4. The coordinates xm = m/M and Yn = m/M define a point on the array where - M <
m ,< M and - M < n <, M. Coordinate points and optical path lengths are cumputed for all rays

which originate on the feed aperture, i.e., for a given Xm, Yn assumes a set of values such that

-/M 2 - m2 n 4 + qM2 -7 (closest integer). As xm takes on all values between +1 and - 1,

all mesh points in the circular feed aperture are included.
The pattern P(e,cp) is computed using scalar diffraction theory. Thus,

P(e,.') = W) Ax, ,' E',x' .'fY, •m,n "m~n''m,n"Z V &xnn nn'x'n- m )

x expf[-j(x n,n;y'nn) + Jko(D/2) sine (xn, cos ' + Y' sin . )] n2)

where e and qP are the spherical coordinates of a point in the far-field (see Fig. 5) and k 0
21/A. This expression is based on the assumption that a continuous aperture can be represented

by an array of "sampling" points, with the appropriate weighting factor. Each term of the sum-

mation represents one of these points and may also be viewed as tne contribution from the "patch"

I
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Fig. 3. Coordinates describing path of general Fig. 4. Mesh points in feed ape rtureI, ay throu~gh NFC systern. use~d for numerical analysis.

Fig. 5. Coordinatei system, and element
of aperture used in pattern computations.



of aperture shown cross-hatched in I'ig. r, which is given by Ax' .4Av' 'h1 Th e',l .4l1"n"th
over this elemental area is F'(x' I y' ),

The distribution EI(x' ;v' In is related to the assintmd amplitude distrihuti on cm the array, v

by power-flow considerations. A basic assumpticm ioi rA'y optics is that power flows along ray

paths, hence the total energy flow within a ltube bhunded by a group tof rays is ccanstaftl even i after

successive reflections. This is written

Ax Ay E 2 (x , y (l)/d)A D ',, 2A,M n mY n Yln11 n I,.

or

E'(x' .v , . (d/I)) - E EIx n III )• m~•,Xm n• M4A•x' Ay,

where E(xm yn) is the electric-field distribution over the-array aperture and Axm AYyn ,/m.
This expreasion assumes that the system is free from distortion, i.e., that an element of area

on the main aperture, corresponding to a square elerment on the array aperture, is also square

with the area given.by Axm,nAyA n This assumption was investigated numerically, and we

found'that for a large amount of secondary-beam scan (5"), errors of I to it percent occur at

points in the vicinity of the diagonal planes. The integrated effect of this amount of diagonal-

plane distortion may therefore be neglected.

The phase factor 4b in Eq. 12) is simply the sum of the electrical path length and the linear

phase front assumed for the array

(x' ;y' I kol) 1-M- + - X singj (4)rn,n rnn, n)1

By combining Eqs. (2), (3) and (4) and omitting unnecessary constants,

IP(o, P)I %A ' A"' E(xmyn exp i A 12 .
m n

+ xsn-sine0 (x' os +y ) inI1
DXm snP- mcoc ,n sm~n~

The plane of scan is the plane 7 = 0. This expression must be evaluated in order to (a) exclude

rays which are "spilled over" the subdish or the main dish and (b) take account of the aperture

blockage caused by the subreflector and feed. These requirements are satisfied if the summation

is taken over values of m and n for which

(deff 1) 2 2,2
-- < m, n +Ym,n

The quantity deft is the projected blockage diameter as indicated in Fig. I.

To compute the patterns over a large angular sector, the point separation would have to

approach A/Z. This presents an excessive computational load when dealing with apertures which

are hundreds of wavelengths in extent. The number of required points, however, is dramatically

reduced if we restrict the region of interest to the principal lobe and the first few sidelohes ad-

jacent to the principal lobe. (The off-axis patterns correspond to an approximate linear phase

constant across the points, and hence are of little significanctc in determining the number of



uontis requ ired.) A lien13 has showvn that the accuracy of these computations over the angular

sector ()0 FIX is det ,rtiined )y the fvractor (0 r /M)I ( )/ D). We found that foi, M ý. 20 (approxi-

IaIIMO t200 points in tile apecrure) the mlaximum erroror ove; the first three sidelobes was less

than L.odi. Although nt• optinuin from the point of view of computer economy, the value M = 20

was used in Eq. (5) since it rprl-eselts a mlaageable computational load with negligible quantiza-

tin erro'rs,

The aperture efficiencyl(' of thi hoores ight beam is given by

(x: I n( ' Yn 12
m nl

"%; - . !E(xm'Yn)12,

mn n

where the numerator is summed over values of m and n for which

d(ff 2 2

< " m nY " 1 (7)

and the denominator is summed over values of m and n for which 0 •< x2 Y+ 2< i. The com-

puted efficiency includes blockage loss and the amplitude taper efficiency. There are no spill-

over losses for the boresight beam in the ray-optics description of the system.

Equations (5) and (6) are sufficient for evaluation of all the secondary characteristics of

interest. Aperture efficiency is computed for 0 = 0, and patterns are computed for six values

of Pl from J1 : 0* to 15* in 3° increments. The peak values of the off-axis patterns are normal-

ized to tile boresight values. There are five input parameters to the computer program:

d/D the ratio of subreflector diameter to main-reflector
diameter

f/I) the focal-length-to-diameter ratio; this parameter is the

same for both reflectors

l)/A. the diameter of the main reflector in wavelengths

1/f1  the distance from the array aperture to the vertex of the
main reflector normalized to the focal length of the
main reflector

E(x m, yn) the assumed electric-field distribution on the array aperture.

The computations are performed with the array diameter always equal to the subreflector

diameter. This corresponds to the optimum illumination condition mentioned earlier.

IV. COMPUTED RESULTS

It' cach of the five input parameters is varied over its interesting range, the number of com-

puted patterns quickly runs into the thousands. Our problem is to reduce this large quantity of

data into useful design curves from which one can determine scan loss, efficiency, sidelobes,

bearnwidth, etc., for a given set of input parameters.

We consider first the significance of the parameter 1/f. The distance from the array face

to the vertex of the main reflector for the minimum blocking condition (d = deff) is designated

I whererain

'min - /m (8)

fi (4f/i))2

6
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Fig. 6. Effective blockage ratio as function
of geometrical parameters.
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If we increase I and decrease d so as to keep deff constant, then for a given 13 the form of the

patterns (scan loss, beamwidth, sidelobes, etc. T is invariant.. The angle of scan, however, is

reduced by the factor d/deft. Figure 6 shows the relationship between deff/D and the quantity

(D/d) 11 (1/f4 )]. The computed patterns of Figs. 7(a-b) and 8 illustrate the effect of maintaining

a constant effective blockage diameter. For both sets of patterns, deff/D = 0.3. For the patterns

of Fig. 7(a), deff = d, hence d/D = 0.3. The patterns of Fig. 7(b) are for the case d/D = 0.2 and

d/deff = 0.667. For any value of ft. the corresponding patterns of Figs. 7(a) and (b) are identical,
but the angle of scan in Fig. 7(b). is reduced by the factor d/d ef. Mathematically, if the pattern

in the plane of scan (op = 0) for d = def is given by P(O -Oo;0 ), then

dSP()-eo; 0)= P~e d---0 (9)

providing deff is constant. The beam position 80 is given by Eq. (1). With the curves of Fig. 6

and Eq. (9). the secondary characteristics can be completely determined for an:' I from calcula-

tions for the case I = I min only. This "elimination" of one of the five input parameters sim-
plifies the problem of data reduction. Subsequent curves describing performance characteristics

do not expliiity involve 1/f,.

A. Boresight Characteristics

Figure 8 shows the aperture efficiency and the sidelcbe characteristics as a function of the

effective blocking ratio for the boresight beam. The amplitude distributions used with Eqs. (5)

and (6) are

2 KE(xm Yn, (xm + y n)nK + C HO0)

The constants K and C control, respectively, the formo of the taper and the edge illumination.

We will be principally co cerned with two sets of constants K I and C = 0, which is the familiar

7
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NIFORM ILLUMINATION4

Go- I}P,) +0.40 (1tO-0 6i41)

UNIF•ORM

Fig. 8. Efficiency and sidelobe characteristics
of circular aperture with blockag, ratio dff/D, 14

S22 / i-p• +l0l+442(10-A sdq.)

0 at 0. o•a 04 0.6 0.6

hI.0CKMBE RATtO• de/0

(t - pZ) distribution; arid with K 0 and C 0, the uniform distribution. Figure 8 also includes

a tapered distribution with a IO-dB edge illumination. The high aperture efficiencies for the

uniform illumination reflect the fact that the NFC geometry does not have space attenuation. The

curves show the penalty paid in terms of reduced efficiency and increased sidelobe levels when

large effective blockage ratios are used. Unfortunately, a large field of view is accompanied

by a large blockage ratio. The sidelobes are computed for the boresight condition, but because

of the absence of coma, the levels shown represent ifor all practical purposes) the maximum

levels encountered for any off-axis beam.

The curves of Fig. 8 apply generally to a circular aperture with central blockage given by
deff/D and with the distribution. as indicated.

B. Off-Axis Characteristics

As mentioned earlier, the scan range which can be achieved with this system is limited prin-

cipally by spillover (in both forward and reverse directions) and the accompanying reduction in

effective aperture. If this were the only cause of scan loss, the system would have a fixed angu-

lar field of view, independent of frequency. Scan loss, of course, is also caused by phase aber-

rations and, to a lesser extent, by amplitude dispersion.

Figures 9 and 10 show typical normalized path-length errors across a central strip of the

main aperture in the plane of scan. A small linear component, which represents the error in

Eq. (I), has beern rem~oved. This error is a negligibly small fraction of a beamwidth for all cases
of interest. The dashed line is indicative of the amount by which the effective aperture is reduced

in this central strip. Deeper dishes and larger subreflectors (Fig. 10) have less aperture reduc-

tion but greater path-length errors. The aperture sizes for which the path-length errors repre-

sent a maximum phase error {A') of ir/2 are as indicated. The value of IT/2 in somewhat arbi-

trarily chosen as the amount of error which produces noticeable degradation of' the patterns. The

amplitude variation, i.e., the dispersion or space attenuation for off-axis beams, across this

central strip was not found to be of great significance. For example. by using the parameters

9
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Fig. 9. Path-length errors in central aperture Fig. 10. Path-length errors in central aperture
strip for f/D = 0.4, d/D = 0.25, d = def. strip for f/D 0.3, d/D 0. 3, d doff'
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-20
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Fig. I I. Computed patterns with path-length errors corresponding to Fig. 9.
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Fig. 12. Computed patterns with path-length errors corresponding to Fig. 10.

of Fig. 9, the amplitude variation across the effective aperture for 0 : 15' is approximately lin-

ear and less than 2 dB.
Figure 11 shows the computed patterns with the geometrical parameters of Fig. 9 and with

an aperture of 400 wavelengths. In this example. Aq6 is approximately r/Z for the beam which
corresponds to / 15". Note the absence of coma. The sidelobes are maximum on boresightt• and the beam is well-defined and usable well beyond the -3-dB scan-loss point. The patterns

corresponding to the path-length errors of Fig. 10 with an aperture diameter of 400 wavelengths
are shown in Fig. 12 which is a more extreme example in which phase errors play a substantial

role in limiting scan range and degrading patterns. The maximum phase error is n/2 at approx-

imately the 2-dB scan-loss point. A larger f/D in this example would markedly improve

performance.
We found that the large amount of data can be reduced to useful curves which summarize

scanning characteristics if the appropriate quantities are plotted. These curves are shown in
Figs. 13 and 14 for the two distributions considered. The quantity NB in these curves is the num-
ber of half-power beamwidthe scanned from boresight to the -3-dB scan-loss point. The total

field of view as defined by the -3-dB scan-loss criterion is then ZNB bearnwidths. The range
of parameters used in computing these curves is: 0. 1 < deff/D < 0. 35, and 68 < D/N < 400, with

the f/D's as indicated. Note that the curves are based on the effective blocking ratio deff/D.
Figure 6 and Eq. (9) can be used to include the more general case where d j deff. This is useful

if one wishes to trade off scan range for reduced array size (a linear trade).
Some observations on these summary curves and on the secondary characteristics in gen-

eral follow:

These curves would he linear if the system had a fixed angular field of view
as predicted by the simple model which neglects phase errors. Note that
the linear approximation is quite good over an appreciable range for the
larger f/DYs.

I ! 11
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There is no problem with coma lobes. I'or any set of design parameters
of interest, the off-axis sidelubes are approximately equal to, or less
than, the boresight sidelobes. Figures 7(a) and (b) and 11 are typical
examples.

The beam broadening with -3-d13 scan loss is approximately 50 percent
for both distributions.

iDeeper dishes are to be preferred for low-to-moderate values of NB.
This is perhaps the most interesting range of application.

Figures 15 and 16 show the computed patterns for a large blockage ratio
deff/D = 0.35, with f/D -- 0.4 and )/A = 250. Note that the difference in
boresight efficiency between the uniform (Fig. 15) and the tapered (Fig. 16)
distributions is 2.4 dB. The sidelobes are not appreciably different. Based
on the average gain over a given scan range, the uniform illumination is
clearly superior.

For a fixed D/X and a fixed array size, scan range is increased as the
array is brought closer to the subreflector. This is accompanied by the
reduced efficiency and the higher sidelobes associated with the larger
deff/DO

Hogg and Semplak 0 measured good patterns and efficiencies with a near-
field Cassegrainian antenna in which the subreflector was as far as 1/45
(2d 2 /A) from the feed. This separation is equivalent to NB ! 2 on our
curves. Hence, if NB n 2, the near-field condition is satisfied.

CB

-10-

d8 S! ! f/O • 0.4
SdVD - 0.35

1/ 45 2 PE'RCENT

-20-

-30~ 0 s I B 4 t 4i 7

F (desi)

Fig. 16. Computed patterns with (1I - p) distribution.





V. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION

An experiment was performed with the equipment shown in Fig. 17. F~or cunvcniencv, tho

array in simulated by a paraboloid with a point source feed which was designed to enable the feed
dish to be rotated about an axis in its aperture plane. The main reflector, is a precision 6-foot

paraboloid, and the frequency used in the experiment was ZZ.OGlIN. F~igure 18 showvs the meas-

ured boresight patterns in the principal planes, and Fig. 19(a-tb) shows a comparison between
* . measured and computed scan characteristics. The agreement between theory and experiment

is good. The slight differences observed are the result of:

*(a) The effective aperture of an electronically scanned array decreases
with cow p. Consequently, a mechanically rotated aperture would in-

* volve less spillover and therefore a slight increase in secondary scan.

(b) The fact that the feed-dish aperture has a more pronounced taper than
the (I - p?) distribution used in the calculations.

Patterns were also measured in the plane orthogonal to the plane of scan to demonstrate

that the effects of astigmatism are negligible. For the beam w!th -- dB scan loos, the orthog-
onal plane patterns ftve a negligible change in beamwidth (< 5 percent) and the increase in side-
lobes is <I dB.

6 .5 BEA WIDTHSj0-I

THECAETICAL
S (1-P*)DgSTRIGUTION

I/O 0.4
as d/O 0.25

io0 dgfi/0 0.30

(0)

20

EXPERIMENTAL
D/). * 134

5- f/D - 0.4
d/D 0.25

d~ff/O - 0430

do

10bi

~t

15(og

Fi.1.Cmaio f()tertta n b x-rmna cncaatrsis



VI. FEE!) CONSIDERATIONS

Thre ftecil rU rene ' or this LV~OV system can be satisfied by any conventional planar
urlaý,. Plui'se sucruuj.l.ig uqueucvll1, si-anning, and even multiple-ba-an-forming techniques are

app! ~~ Bcl~ .XIutler matraix, foar example, which forms N independent simultaneous beaMr~l
with t'olallurrt crorsso3ver. ievvis W`' 3dii, will f'orm the same number or secondary beams with4-,1
p~roximTately !he~ samie crossover levels, excelpt at the extremes of scan where the revels are
rul'wdaer Sonreowtat tite to beami hrondening. lThe constaint angular magnification M~., 1) preserves
the relative pos itions of' primiary and sieconmdary beamns.

'The ritiniher of elmenyrto, required by the array call he reduced substantially by v~irtue cf the
limited scan requir-cd, and by thle inherent suippression or grating lobes with the near-field Cas-
segraiinian peonietrN. TIhis occurs because the grating lobes appear at large, angles fromn the
arritv roresight. As a resLilt. the grating-lobe energy is not intercepted by the subreflector.
where ase tltre energy avsociated with the myain beam is magnified by the optics of the system;, i. e.,
approximately (t)/d2. If the elements are electrically large (area-type elements with the area

'X) thle additional scan loss incur~red follows the f'orm of the element factor. For exaM. ple,
if Pr~li I.", a square element t.25 A on ai side results in an increased scan loss at P a of

less than 1, 0 61. This assumnes a uniform distribution over the array element. the grating-
lobe level Iin the s_,conda.-y derpends 'on the parameters of the reflector systern, but it is typically

2 0d. 13, or most applications, the p~umber of elements car be reduced by a factor of 4 to 6 as
compared with the case where the elemvent separation is A/Z. Note that this is accomplished
with periodic spacing of the elements. Ifence, the desirable row-column beam-steering technique

is still appl icabfle.

An obviouis approach to the design of an array for 'this app'li~cation would ýuse contiguoua
squalre-horn radiators. Unfortunately, a simple horn with an a/k> 1.0 has an aperture efficier.cy

of only $1 perrent. A technique was developed11 to control the. field distribution in the apert':,re

33-

-to C) X/) 250
f/D 0.4

dB 8/0 0.3

-20

2 3 4 5 6
8 (dog)

Fig. 20. Scanned error patterns for ful-wave sin-t-difference distribution.
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of this simple horn with the use of dielectr-ic wedges, and therub' Inc itc ase its effi'iencv. It

has been demonstrated that efficiencies (of 91 to 96 percent can he realized witli l-ndwidths of*
approximately 15 percent. An array constructed with these more el'ficient hiorns redriuus the

1.0-dB loss (which is the energy lust in the li-plane grating lobes) to spproxinwate!y 0.25 till.

Figure 20 is an example of the behavior of the scannerd differencie patterns. Trie dist rihution

chosen is a full-wave sinusoid, i.e., E(xm ny - sin x 3. The scan loss is greater than that of

the sum patterns with the same parameters [l.ig, 7(a) 1, and hlie null depth is apprtc'iauly reduced

at the extremes of scan. This is not surprising, considering that we have a substantial amount

of spillover on only one side of an odd aperture distribution. The situation canlie improved by

using only a portion of the array aperture to generate the error patterns. This would, in effect,

trade off boresight-tracking efficiency for improved off-axis performance. A multiple-beam-

forming matrix which forms synthetic difference patterns would avoid this problem.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The dual-reflector system described is a very practical approach to the design of an I..FOV

system. If the system requirements are compatible with the limited range of electronic scan

afforded, the LFOV system combines the high resolution and (to a large degree) thc low cost of

a reflector antenna with the versatility and flexibility of continuous electronic scanning. Design

curves are Presented which enable the determination of the performance levels and tradeoffs

between scan range, array size, efficiency, sidelobes, etc., for all interesting ranges of system

parameters. Some advantages of this LFOV technique worthy of mention are:

The feed array utilizes linear phase scanning. Hence, virtually any
planar array concept - phase scanning, frequency scanning, multiple-
beam-forming networks, etc. - is suitable-for use as a feed.

The restricted range through which the array is required to scan
and the inherent grating-lobe discrimination of the optical system permit
the number of elements (and consequently the cost) to be considerably
reduced while maintaining uniform element separation.

The "coma" lobes, characteristic of off-axis beams from a paraboloid,
are avoided with this system.

The scan range can be roughly approximated by a fixed angular field
of view. Consequently, the number of beamwidths scanned for eletri-
cally large apertures can be very high.

The main disadvantage of the system is the deleterious effects on efficiency and sidelobes

resulting from the relatively large amounts of blockage required for good scan range.

The diffraction effects introduced, by both the near-field assumption and the edge effects

associated with the reflectors have not beer considered. The analysis is subject to this limitation.
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APPENDIX
R kY-TRACING ANALYSIS

JReferring to Fig. 3, we compute the path length of" a .general ray from a point (x. y) (oin the

array aperture through the two-reflector system to a point in 1he aportcirc plane Wx''N The

origin coicidss with the focal point of both paraboloids and the arca. is scanned oily in the x-z

plane. A point on the subref.ector is denoted by (x, Y x2)" Similarly, (x1 , t I defines a point

on the main reflector,

The general ray emerging from the array atperture is perpendicular to the assiumied linear

phase front P and hence is parallel to

ab = i sin[1 + k cos t (A-1)

Lower-case letters denote uni, ýctors, and i, j, k are the unit vectors along the coordinate

axes. The unit vector along the component path length AB is

i x2 -x) +k(z +f (A-2)FA--B
IB( A+ f

Equating components of Eqs. (A-1) and (A-2) yields a single independent equation:

x2 - x

tan3=z +2 (A-3)

which, when combined with the equation of the subreflector

+2 y2
z2 X2 - f 2  (A-4)

gives the coordinates of the first point of reflection B:

e lw-- 2 (f2_tan)Z - + + 2 ( -

Y2 = y(A5

Snells law of reflection applied to this point on the subreflector is expressed as

bc T ab-n2(2 ab) (A-6)

where is along the reflected ray, and Ri2 is the outward-directed unit normal given by

-1x + jy2 - k(2f2 )
n2  (A-7)

J2~ 2 2xx+yz2 + (Zfz)

By using Eqs, (A-I) and (A-7) in Eq. (A-6),
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bc - i(bc)x + J(bc)y + k(bc)z

__________coo_ -2y,(x, sin P - Zf2 Cosp)J[sin# - ZX2(x, sin# - 212esl _n - o~
x(x~sn~ 2 +0Y J + 4 F 2+ 2 +4f a

2 y2 +I 2 + 2  2

+ cos + 4fz(Xz 2 sin - 2f2 coso) (A-8)
x2 + y2 + J

Proceeding as before, the unit vector b-c' is expressed in terms of the coordinates of the points B

and C

-- _-"C= i-(x1 - x2 ) + j(yt - y?) + k(z, - z 2 ) (A-9)
bc - )B--- 2i zz + (y, -Y2) 2 + (z - Zz) 2

Equating components of Eqs. (A-8) and (A-9), we have three equations which describe a line

in space. Only two of these equations are independent. Thus,

(bc)x Yt - Y2

(bc)y -xI - x2

(bc) YI - Y 2 (A-10)

All quantities except the coordinates of point C (x 1 , Y1 , 7.,) are taken as constants. Combining

Eqs. (A-10) with the equation of the main reflector

2 2
xl + Yl

z1 = 4fi f1  
(A-11)

yields the coordinates of the second point of reflection C:

-F 2 4EG

X X+(bc) x ( 21 2 (be)y (YI - Y2 ) (A-t2)

where

[(bc) 12E :i + I I-•y

~ bc)_ (bj
F bc - r (b_ 12 (bc )z
(b- ) y 2 (bc) y I (-C)4 y

f 1 + 1(bc) 12 f1I 2
G 4f1V(f 2 - fl)i + fz X (e - Fl2

(bc) (bc)
.f(b)y Y2- (bc) x2Y2
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Again, using Snell's law at the point of reflection on the main reflector,

cd= bc-Z 1(it . bc) (A-1 3)

The unit normal on the main reflector is

-ixl - jyj 4 k(2f,)ni = -i(A -14)

jx 2+ y2+ 4 fI'

By using Eqs. (A-8) and (A-14) in Eq. (A-i 3),

cd = i(cd)x + j(cd)y + k(cd)z

I (be) + 2xi [-bx-bc)y - y -(be) 4 2f I(bc) z]
x + y + 4f1

+ 1(bC) + 2y, [-x,(bC). - y(bc) + Zf1 (bc) z

-2 2- 2IXl + Yl + 4fi

+ (bi) - 4fI[-xi(bc)� - ( +Zf(bC)1 (A-15)
+ b+ y1 +V4f

Equating the components of Eq, (A-15) with

C i' (x' - x1) + j(y, - yj) + k€(z' - zi)
(D-] x - xl)2 + Wy - yi) 2 4 (Z' - ZO~ (A 16

again yields two independent equations:

(cd) x -- X1
(c-• =Y' -- Y,

(cd)x x - x 1

(cd)z z - zA

The aperture plane is defined by

2
Z f - f. (A-18)

Combining Eqs. (A-17) and (A-18) gives the coordinates of the point in the aperture plane D:

x = x + (2.dL: D' f- Z
I (cd) D-
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y, =yJ + (c---ax (xI -xI) (A -19)
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*Phe tow I path length of the general ray is

SI. A I I.1•l I + I(,

2) 2  
I - 2

(z2 + + J.(xl x2)2 + Y2 )2 + (z, z2 )'

+ (x- x2). + (y y1 )2 + (z' - z1 )2 (A-20)

F,'or use with the computer program, all coordinates are normalized as follows:

x,, I,. 2 Y 2 .z 2 xd/2

xI, Y,. z1, x', y', z' ' D'2

The "t'onstant" inputs to the ray-tracing portion of the program are f/D, d/D, I/fl, and the

angle of 4d.an J1. For an assumed pair of feed aperture coordinates (x, y). the coordinates of all

points of reflection which define the passage of the ray through the system are computed and then

used to compute the optical path length given by Eq. (A-20).

It is of interest to note that the basic properties of the NFC can readily be shown with these

equations. For the case J3 = 0, Eq. (A-20) reduces to

I/D :- (Zf/D) (I - d- (f/D) (1/f ) +

which is independent of the coordinates defining the array or the main aperture. This proves the

collimating prope'ty of the NFC. Also, for the case p = 0, Eq. (A-19) reduces to

x1 (D/d) x

yl (D/d) y

Hence, dx'/dx -- dy'/dy constant. This proves that the NFC does not have space attenuation.
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